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THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING AOX
We are con�dent that the AOX-Compac HS will provide you with the highest quality of antioxidant alkaline water.  This 

unit is equipped with 4 stage �lters for removing impurities, bacteria and viruses from your water. In addition, the 

AOX-COMPAC HS can be paired with accessories for different functionality and usage. It is geared towards a 

minimalistic concept, freeing up precious space in your kitchen.

Replacement of Filters

1. Please note that incoming water quality and usage may affect the lifespan of the AOX �lters

2. Optimal Lifespan:

    To ensure optimal antioxidant properties and alkalinity of the drinking water, it is recommended that you 

    change your �lters on every 6 to 9 months or so. If the incoming water has more suspended particles, it may 

    ‘choke” the �lter(s) before the recommended date.

3. CAUTION:

    DO NOT USE where the water is microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality without adequate    

    disinfection.

    

How to Change Filters?

1. Close the inlet valve

2. Gently pull open the top cover and detach the inlet tube from the �lters. (Photo A & B)

3. Remove the �lters and �t in a new set following the same sequence. 

4. Close the cover

5. Turn on the inlet water valve

6. Turn on the water on the tap and �ush out 10 litres of water

7. The dispenser is now ready 

Photo A
Turn anti-clockwise

to remove the cover.

Tighten back the cover by

turning clockwise after 

draining of water.

Photo F
Cover. Pull it off gently

from its magnetic housing 

Filtration System

(Please use only microbiologically safe water or of known quality with adequate disinfection)

Diagram 1

Notes:
It is normal to experience a “popping” sound or to have lots of air bubbles (that may cause the water to look cloudy) when the �lters are 
new.  This is due to the air trapped in the new �lters.

If you �nd some particles in the water, please do not be alarmed. The particles are tested by independent labs to be activated carbon or 
alkaline minerals which is safe for consumption. The quality and taste of the water is dependent on the incoming water source and the 
�lter’s usage.

To ensure that you get optimal antioxidants and alkalinity, please follow the recommended �lter change schedule. You may refer to the 
date written on the sticker (pasted on the side of the dispenser) or when you hear the FCT (Filter Change Timer) beeping.
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Non-electrical Models

AOX-COMPAC is �tted with a Variable Pressure Regulator (VPR). (Photo C)

To increase the pressure, use an item with a �at surface, insert it into the VPR and turn it counter clockwise. To 

reduce the pressure, turn it clockwise. 

Note: During installation, our technician would have adjusted the water pressure to the optimal level. Refrain 

from adjusting the pressure unnecessarily. 

Adjusting the Water Pressure

Photo C
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1. Water Outlet

2.  Variable Pressure Regulator

3. Water Inlet

4. Filter Change Timer
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Hot or Cold Models

COMPAC - HRV

COMPAC - HRT

How to Use the 3-in-1 Tap?

AOX-Compac HS

AOX-Compac HS

Boiler UTS HRV Tap

Boiler UTS HRT Tap

1.Open valve in water line

2. Turn left faucet on (hold if necessary) to �ll tank (about 1 minute). When tank is full, water will �ow from faucet. (refer to  

    �g 2). Once water start �owing from the faucet, turn it off. 

3. Plug the electrical cord of the boiler into a grounded 3-prong outlet

4. Turn on the button on the right (refer to �g.3), then set the temperature to 98°/90°C. The temperature should  be reached 

    in about 10 minutes. The green light indicates that the water is boiling, the red light indicates that it is heating. 

5. As the water temperature can reach as high as 98°C, care must be taken to avoid scalding.

6. The tap is �tted with a child-proof control knob which requires a pull and turn action to operate it (refer to �g. 4).

Fig. 2

PULL

TURN

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Notes:
It is normal to experience “popping” sound or to have lots of air bubble (that may cause the water to look cloudy) when 
the �lters are new.  This is due to the air trapped in the new �lters.

If you �nd some particles in the water, please do not be alarmed. The particles are tested by independent labs to be 
activated carbon or alkaline minerals which is safe for consumption. The quality and taste of the water is dependent on the 
incoming water source and the �lter’s usage.

To ensure that you get optimal antioxidants and alkalinity, please follow the recommended �lter change schedule. You 
may refer to the date written on the sticker (pasted on the side of the dispenser) or when you hear the FCT (Filter Change 
Timer) beeping.
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